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Purpose
To determine whether visual-tactile sensory substitution utilizing the Low-vision Enhancement Optoelectronic (LEO) Belt prototype is suitable as a new visual aid for those with
reduced peripheral vision by assessing mobility performance and user opinions.

Methods
Sighted subjects (n = 20) and subjects with retinitis pigmentosa (RP) (n = 6) were recruited.
The LEO Belt was evaluated on two cohorts: normally sighted subjects wearing goggles to
artificially reduce peripheral vision to simulate stages of RP progression, and subjects with
advanced visual field limitation from RP. Mobility speed and accuracy was assessed using
simple mazes, with and without the LEO Belt, to determine its usefulness across disease
severities and lighting conditions.

Results
Sighted subjects wearing most narrowed field goggles simulating most advanced RP had
increased mobility accuracy (44% mean reduction in errors, p = 0.014) and self-reported
confidence (77% mean increase, p = 0.004) when using the LEO Belt. Additionally, use of
LEO doubled mobility accuracy for RP subjects with remaining visual fields between 10˚ and
20˚. Further, in dim lighting, confidence scores for this group also doubled. By patient
reported outcomes, subjects largely deemed the device comfortable (100%), easy to use
(92.3%) and thought it had potential future benefit as a visual aid (96.2%). However, regardless of severity of vision loss or simulated vision loss, all subjects were slower to complete
the mazes using the device.
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Conclusions
The LEO Belt improves mobility accuracy and therefore confidence in those with severely
restricted peripheral vision. The LEO Belt’s positive user feedback suggests it has potential
to become the next generation of visual aid for visually impaired individuals. Given the novelty of this approach, we expect navigation speeds may improve with experience.

Introduction
In 2010, inherited retinal diseases (IRDs) became the most common registerable cause of
visual loss in England and Wales amongst the working age population (18–64).[1] Gene modifying or cellular replacement interventions are being developed for an increasing variety of
IRDs, with one being approved by the FDA.[2, 3] Virtually all these therapeutic efforts however are directed at preserving or improving primarily central visual function, although most
IRDs also result in profound and typically progressive peripheral visual loss. Additional
approaches will be needed to provide or augment peripheral vision.
Toward this end, a number of wearable Electronic Travel Aids (ETAs) have been investigated, ranging from clip-on, auditory-feedback proximity detectors to an FDA-approved camera-based device utilising tongue stimulation as the haptic feedback method (Brainport V100,
Madison, WI, USA).[4] However, no device thus far has been widely accepted by the blind
community.[5] In 2015, Intel Corporation announced and provided open source software for
a novel wearable device to assist retinitis pigmentosa (RP) patients with ambulation by
enhancing their peripheral visual detection, a device they termed the Intel RealSense Awareness Wearable (IRSAW).[6] In collaboration with original designers, we modified the ergonomics and fabricated a small number of devices termed the Low-vision Enhancement
Optoelectronic (LEO) Belt. The LEO Belt consists of a belt-mounted 3D depth-sensing camera
(R200 Intel RealSense Camera, Intel Corp, Mountain View, CA), portable computer (Intel
ComputeStick) and vibration transducers (six across the undershirt and one per ankle) (Fig 1).
[7] The camera detects objects and distance in its field of view. The worn vibration transducers, connected to the camera and computer system via Wi-Fi, vibrate relative to spatial orientation of an object. For example, an object in the centre-right side of camera’s field of view
would correspond to the right, middle vibration transducer. Distance is represented by vibration frequency, with a higher frequency corresponding to shorter distance.
The LEO Belt is unusual as it is designed specifically for those with reduced peripheral
vision,[7] whereas most ETAs are designed for general visual impairment.[8] Reduced peripheral vision can result from numerous ocular diseases including glaucoma and RP, the latter
affecting approximately 1:4000 worldwide.[9, 10] RP typically presents at ages between 20–30
years with nyctalopia, due to damaged rod photoreceptors, and bilateral ring scotomas upon
visual field (VF) examination.[11] In many cases, progressive reduction in peripheral vision
causes severe visual impairment by age 40–50, cone photoreceptors are subsequently affected
and central vision lost.[12–14] RP occurs as a syndrome in 20–30% of patients, the most common being Usher syndrome.[14, 15] Prognosis for RP is poor as current treatments are limited
to slowing disease progression and managing the daily consequences of reduced vision.[15]
The impaired mobility due to RP is the consequential limitation that most affects quality of
life (QOL).[16] Navigation is slower and less accurate compared to controls; outcomes that are
exaggerated in reduced lighting and partially reversed by using mobility aids.[17, 18] To objectively determine how reduced peripheral vision affects functional ability, standardised tools
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Fig 1. Components of the LEO Belt. Images of the LEO Belt showing the location of the eight vibration transducers,
including two mounted on the ankles, which vibrate at increasing intensity to signify distance to an object between 0.52m (1). The 3D camera is belt-mounted with portable battery (1 and 2, profile view). The top centre transducer also
contains the vibration on/off button (3a). The belt is formed of an Intel RealSense 3D camera (3b), Intel Compute Stick
(3c) and portable battery (3d).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g001

such as ‘Assessment of Disability Related to Vision’ (ADREV) have been developed.[19] If
mobility is being assessed, the ADREV obstacle course can be used in isolation. ADREV error
score divided by time (ADREV error/time) is the most predictive measurement of visual disease, as opposed to either time taken or number of errors alone.[20]
For those with impaired vision, other senses may be stimulated to substitute for visual
input, typically utilising haptic or auditory approaches.[21] Traditional visual aids, such as a
white cane, employ direct tactile information to assist navigation.[22] However, use of white
canes and guide dogs are relatively low (between 17–50% and 2%, respectively) possibly due to
social stigma.[23–25] Those not using aids often rely on relatives or friends, reducing their
independence.[26] Improvements in technology has led to the development of a range of
ETAs, but these are also only regularly used by 2% of visually impaired people.[5] As consensus has not been reached, current ETAs use a variety of input and output methods to translate
visual information. Input sensors used thus far include ultrasound, infrared, cameras and
lasers, each possessing limitations (S1 Table),[27] whereas the LEO Belt uses a 3D camera.[7]
The LEO Belt conveys information via haptic stimulation as, unlike the auditory system, “the
skin is rarely ever busy”.[28] Delivery of information is faster; however, interpretation is slower
due to limits on our ability to notice haptic stimuli. The LEO Belt delivers vibrations to the
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torso, as areas that are more sensitive are impractical or may be unavailable at all times (such
as the tongue or hands).[29–31] The limited tactile acuity (2-point discrimination) of the torso
may restrict the amount of information that is perceived successfully.[22] However, this may
be beneficial as simplicity minimises sensory and cognitive load, enabling prioritisation of
immediately important information to avoid collisions.[8]
The LEO Belt’s novel 3D camera, discrete appearance and simple design specific to the
functional requirements of those with reduced peripheral vision, suggest it has potential to
become the new generation of visual aid. This study is the first to investigate the LEO Belt and
utilises subjects with simulated VF loss and subjects with advanced organic reduced peripheral
vision to assess mobility performance and user opinions. Furthermore, the cohort to benefit
most from the device will be determined by investigating relationships to both disease severity
and lighting conditions.

Methods
Experimental protocol
Twenty-six subjects were recruited; 20 sighted and 6 visually impaired subjects with diagnoses
of RP, best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) <6/18 and residual central VF <20˚ bilaterally.
Informed written consent was obtained according to protocols approved by Yorkshire & The
Humber—Leeds West Research Ethics Committee (IRAS ID: 229062) and the University of
Southampton Ethics and Research and Governance Online committee (ERGO: 31887 and
30421). The individual photographed wearing the device in this manuscript (Fig 1) has given
written informed consent (as outlined in PLOS consent form) to publish these images. This
study was carried out according to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
The LEO Belt was introduced and each subject practiced for a maximum of ten minutes
before mobility testing. All subjects then walked through four variations (A to D) of a simple
maze in a random order; the 1st and 2nd mazes were without using the LEO Belt followed by
the 3rd and 4th mazes with LEO Belt (Fig 2). Sighted subjects were given two of three pairs of
goggles in sequence to simulate reduced VFs, one pair worn for the 1st and 3rd mazes and the
other for the 2nd and 4th. The goggles each represented a different stage of RP disease severity;
goggle A represented characteristic ring scotomas with no vision between 10–50˚, goggle B
represented severe reduced peripheral vision with only central 10˚ vision remaining and goggle C represented nil-perception of light (NPL) (S2 Table). Half of the sighted subject cohort
repeated the four maze attempts but with the maze variants in a different order. This was done
to ensure that no variant significantly differed in its’ difficulty. Visually impaired subjects were
permitted to use their normal visual aid if required during testing, including as an adjunct to
the LEO Belt. They tested the device at two lighting levels, bright and dim lighting to determine possible impact of nyctalopia. Luminance was measured using a mobile application (Lux
Meter) with illuminance levels >200 lux being defined as bright lighting and <10 lux for dim
lighting. Finally, all subjects completed two short questionnaires, one before and one after
using the LEO Belt (S1 Fig).

Maze design and assessment
Each maze variant contained four directional changes and used the same seven objects: three
boxes, two chairs and two small desk tables (equivalent to one large desk table) (Fig 3).The
LEO Belt was worn throughout the experiment and activated to test the LEO Belt, and deactivated when not under test. Maze attempts were recorded using a video camera. Measured outcomes were the time taken to complete each maze and the number of errors made. An error
was defined as an object hit or near-hit, the latter occurring when the researcher intervened
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Fig 2. Experimental protocol. Visual representation demonstrating the three steps of the experimental protocol. Sighted subjects (blue) were allocated goggles (A-C) to
reduce their vision before completing the mazes. Visually impaired subjects (red) completed the mazes in both bright and dim light. Half of the sighted subjects (blue
semicircle) repeated the mazes with the variants in a different order.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g002

vocally to prevent collision. Each maze attempt was scored as one point per hit or near-hit
object, with a maximum of 7 errors, reflecting the validated ADREV error scoring system.[20]
To produce a combined time and error score, the error score was first inverted so that 7 represented a perfect score and 0 the maximum number of errors. This was then converted to a 1–8
scale to remove a 0 numerator. This score was divided by time taken in seconds to produce a
combined metric, called ADREV error/time, whereby smaller values represent poorer performance.[20]

Data analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using IMB SPSS Statistics version 24 and GraphPad Prism
version 7 software. Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to determine data distribution. Univariate
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to verify the maze model. Parametric and nonparametric variables, measuring time, number of errors and confidence scores, were analysed
using a paired samples t-test or Wilcoxon singed ranks test respectively. Correlations were
analysed using Pearson correlation coefficient or Spearman’s rank correlation according to
data distribution pattern. Results with p<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
Subjects had a mean age of 37.6 (range 22 to 83); 30.4 years for sighted subjects and 61.5 years
for visually impaired subjects. Gender distribution (12 male and 14 female) was balanced.
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Fig 3. Maze variants. Diagrammatic and photographic images of the four maze variants used (A to D), showing that each variant
contains seven objects and four directional changes.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g003

Among the subjects with RP, three had Usher syndrome, the other three had genetically
uncharacterised RP. Subjects with severely limited VA were unable to complete VF testing as
they could only see hand movements (HM) or less (S3 Table for VF results). For analysis, subjects were divided into two groups; those with sufficient vision to have measurable VFs and
those with unmeasurable VFs (Table 1). Only one subject with unmeasurable VFs reported
experiencing nyctalopia. Three visually impaired subjects used a white cane during testing,
Table 1. Visually impaired subject characteristics.
ID

Gender

Age

Diagnosis

BCVA OS

BCVA OD

VF OS

VF OD

Nyctalopia

Reliance on Visual Aid

V01

Female

78

Usher syndrome

NPL

HM

n/a

n/a

No

Yes

V02

Male

50

Bilateral RP

HM

HM

n/a

n/a

Yes

Yes

V03

Male

59

Bilateral RP

PL/NPL

PL

n/a

n/a

No

Yes

V04

Female

52

Usher syndrome

CF

6/18

20˚

20˚

Yes

No

V05

Female

83

Bilateral RP

HM

6/18

10˚

10˚

Yes

Yes

V06

Male

47

Usher syndrome

6/30

6/30

10˚

10˚

Yes

No

Key: RP = retinitis pigmentosa, NPL = nil-preception of light, PL = perception of light
CF = counting fingers, HM = hand movements
BCVA = best corrected visual acuity, VF = visual fields
OS = oculus sinister (left eye), OD = oculus dexter (right eye)
Demographic, diagnostic and background data from visually impaired subjects. Subjects have been dichotomised into two groups, those with unmeasurable visual fields
(grey) and measurable visual fields (white).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.t001
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Fig 4. Analysis of confounding variables. Repeated maze attempts from sighted subjects revealed that maze variant (A to D) used had no significant effect on time
taken to complete each maze, measured in seconds, (p = 0.380) (a) or ADREV error/time scores (p = 0.182) (b). Age of all subjects, in years, was found to not be
statistically correlated with change in ADREV error/time score (p = 0.9187) (c).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g004

one used a guide dog and two used no aid. Of those using visual aids, only one subject tested
the LEO Belt without it as an adjunct.
Among sighted subjects, ANOVA testing found that using goggles (A to C) significantly
increased the completion time (p<0.001), mirroring the effect of increasing disease severity in
RP. Results from the sighted subject cohort who repeated the four mazes twice, were analysed
to determine the effect of the order of the mazes on time taken. This revealed that there was no
statistical difference in time taken between the 1st and 2nd maze attempts (when the LEO Belt
was electronically inactivated) or the 3rd and 4th maze attempts (when the LEO Belt was electronically activated) (p = 1.000 for both). The maze variant used (A to D) also did not statistically alter time taken (p = 0.380) (Fig 4A) or ADREV errors/time scores (p = 0.182) (Fig 4B).
This result was obtained by including all maze attempts, with and without the LEO Belt.
Despite different age characteristics of the sighted and visually impaired cohorts, there was no
significant correlation between age and change in ADREV error/time scores (p = 0.9187)
(Fig 4C).
Time taken to complete the mazes increased when using the LEO Belt for all subjects by an
average of 10.7 seconds (p<0.001) (Fig 5A). Separating sighted subjects by goggle, time taken
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Fig 5. Time taken to complete mazes. Time taken to complete the mazes increased when using the LEO Belt compared to without the LEO Belt. This occurred for all
subjects regardless of the stage of reduced peripheral vision (p<0.001) (a). Sighted subjects were slower when using the device (grey) whilst wearing goggle A (p = 0.002),
goggle B (p = 0.017) and goggle C (p = 0.018) compared to without (white) (b). The mean increase in time taken was greater for visually impaired subjects with
unmeasurable VFs compared to measurable VFs (c). Time taken was not significantly correlated with number of errors made by sighted subjects (p = 0.694) (d). This
was also true when focusing only on those wearing goggle C (p = 0.47) (e).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g005
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was significantly increased for goggles A, B and C by 24, 38 and 47% respectively (Fig 5B).
Maze data from visually impaired subjects was analysed by studying trends as the small sample
size meant statistical calculations could not be performed. Visually impaired subjects were also
slower when using the device, most notably in those with unmeasurable VFs (Fig 5C). Change
in time taken was not significantly correlated to change in number of errors made with and
without the LEO Belt for all sighted subjects (p = 0.694) (Fig 5D) and only those wearing goggle C (p = 0.47) (Fig 5E).
Sighted subjects experienced a negligible change in number of errors made when using the
device whilst wearing goggle A or B (mean difference in number of errors = <0.1 and
p = 0.564 for both), but errors reduced whilst wearing goggle C (mean reduction in errors = 1.6,
p = 0.014) (Fig 6A). For visually impaired subjects with unmeasurable VFs, mean number of
errors increased when using the device whilst those with measurable VFs had reduced mean
errors from two to one. This group also made fewer errors in bright lighting overall; however,
improvement when using the LEO Belt was equivalent in both bright and dim light (Fig 6B).
Subjects rated confidence on a scale from no confidence (= 1) to extremely confident (= 5)
following each maze attempt. Confidence scores generally decreased with reducing VFs in the
sighted subject group. The LEO Belt had no significant effect on confidence scores whilst wearing goggle A (0% increase in confidence, p = 1.00) or B (6% increase in confidence, p = 0.3),
but caused increased confidence when wearing goggle C (77% increase in confidence, p =
0.004) (Fig 6C). For the visually impaired group, overall confidence increased when using the
device by a mean of 0.7. This was particularly notable in the half with measurable VFs, whose
confidence doubled when using the device in dim lighting. Those with unmeasurable VFs had
higher reported confidence throughout compared to those with measurable VFs (Fig 6D).
Combining results as ADREV error/time scores, sighted subjects wearing the LEO Belt had
reduced scores, reflecting a poorer performance, whilst wearing goggle A (mean reduction = 0.16, p = 0.001) and B (mean reduction = 0.17, p = 0.005). There was no statistically significant change when wearing goggle C (mean difference = <0.01, p = 0.9). Visually impaired
subjects with measurable VFs had improved ADREV error/time scores when using the device
in bright lighting conditions. Those with unmeasurable VFs more than halved their ADREV
error/time scores (Fig 7).
All subjects were at least adequately satisfied with the ease of wear and comfort of the device
(100%) and 92.3% found it relatively easy to use (Fig 8A). Visually impaired subjects identified
the LEO Belt would be most useful when navigating unfamiliar environments and when alone
(Fig 8B). 85% of sighted subjects thought the LEO Belt would be beneficial as a visual aid to
those with reduced vision, and 15% were unsure (Fig 8C). The vast majority of visually
impaired subjects (except one, S2 Fig) felt the device would increase their independence compared to their current aid (Fig 8D). The most frequent suggestion to improve the device was to
alter the range; referring to the area the camera can detect (Fig 8E).

Discussion
This study sought to determine whether the LEO Belt has the capacity to become a new visual
aid for those with reduced peripheral vision. All subjects were significantly slower navigating
the mazes when using the LEO Belt however; those with reduced peripheral vision with measurable VFs experienced reduced number of errors. Self-reported confidence improved overall
when using the LEO Belt, particularly for those with measurable VFs in dim lighting.
The slower navigation when using the LEO Belt contrasts to results from Pundlik’s collision
warning device, also designed for those with reduced peripheral vision, which functions by
beeping upon imminent collision.[8] In their experiment, speed to complete the maze did not
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Fig 6. Change in number of errors and confidence scores when using the LEO Belt. Results from sighted subjects show significant decrease in number of errors when
wearing goggle C (p = 0.014) with the LEO Belt (grey) compared to without it (white) (a). Trends from visually impaired subjects show reduced errors in the group with
measureable VFs, but increased errors in those with unmeasurable VFs, when using the LEO Belt (b). Self-reported confidence of sighted subjects increased when using
the device when wearing goggle C (p = 0.004) (c). Visually impaired subjects had increased confidence overall, most notably in the group with measureable VFs in dim
lighting (d).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g006
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Fig 7. ADREV Error/Time results. Sighted subject results suggest poorer performance when using the device (grey)
compared to not (white) whilst wearing goggle A (p = 0.001) and B (p = 0.005) but no change with goggle C (p = 0.944)
(a). Visually impaired subjects with measurable VFs performed better with the device on average whilst those with
unmeasurable VFs performed worse (b).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g007

significantly change when using the device.[8] An explanation for this difference is that haptic
information may be more difficult to interpret than auditory information.[32] However, the
LEO Belt’s haptic nature is especially advantageous for those with syndromic hearing loss such
as Usher syndrome, present in 14% of RP patients [15] and half of this visually impaired

Fig 8. Questionnaire feedback. Questionnaire responses revealed user opinions and suggestions for improvements following using the LEO Belt. Opinions were
collected from both sighted (white) and visually impaired (grey) subjects on ease to wear, use and comfort of the device (a). Visually impaired subjects were also asked if
they owned the device when they would use it (b). Sighted and visually impaired subjects were both asked their views on the future usefulness of the device to others (c)
or themselves (d) respectively. All subjects offered suggestions to improve the LEO Belt, shown in a word cloud (e).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223755.g008
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cohort. Long-term tactile training has been proven to result in activation of the primary visual
cortex upon stimulation, suggesting neuroplasticity.[33] Therefore, navigation speed when
using the LEO Belt may increase with practice. Furthermore, slower speeds of navigation did
not cause the improvement in number of errors when using the LEO Belt. Even upon isolating
the group with significant error improvement (Fig 5E), reduced speed was not correlated to
reduced number of errors.
Based upon the reduced number of errors in sighted subjects wearing goggle C (Fig 6A), it
was anticipated that visually impaired subjects with the worst vision (those with unmeasurable
VFs) would benefit most from using the device. However, number of errors actually increased
for this group and reduced for those with measurable VFs (Fig 6B). At face value, the measurable VF cohort might be considered equivalent to goggle B used for sighted subjects, however,
this cohort actually represents an intermediate impairment between goggle B and C. Due to
their visual disease, those with measurable VFs not only had severe reduced peripheral vision,
like goggle B, but also poor VA. This factor could not be modelled in the sighted cohort. This
reinforces the imperative to test subjects with visual disease versus prior studies which used
blindfolded-sighted individuals.[34–36] The LEO Belt device delivers simple directional and
distance information, hence subjects with measurable VFs benefit most as their remaining
central vision can be directed towards objects they otherwise would miss.
The increase in confidence found in dim lighting for the visually impaired cohort with measurable VFs (Fig 6D) correlated to self-reported nyctalopia (Table 1). Questionnaire data also
suggests the LEO Belt may moderate the effects of nyctalopia on activity, as half the visually
impaired subjects stated they would use the device when lighting is reduced (Fig 8B). Visually
impaired subjects with the worst vision were more confident overall (Fig 6D), possibly due to
familiarity with relying completely on a visual aid. One weakness of using this subject-reported
outcome is that there is subjectivity in reporting confidence, especially as testing occurred in a
controlled situation with a researcher observing. Testing at home trials therefore may be more
reflective of true confidence. Another limitation of the study is some subjects used the LEO
Belt as a visual aid in isolation and others used it as an adjunct. It has potential to be beneficial
as both but further studies with larger number of subjects should determine its most suitable
use.
This study is one of the first to include user opinions when determining the success of an
ETA. This approach is important to try to address the issue that ETAs tested in research settings are not being translated into everyday use.[5, 21] Previous literature introducing new
devices largely do not include any testing on subjects [37–39] or focus on mobility data without considering subject feedback.[8, 34, 40] This study recruited subjects from a single tertiary
centre and sample size of the visually impaired cohort was small. Further studies with larger
cohorts would be required to validate results. Despite this, their opinions concerning wearability, usability and comfort followed the positive trends of sighted subjects (Fig 8A). The LEO
Belt also has potential to increase independence, a widely reported consequence of reduced
vision,[26] however the majority felt more training was required to achieve this (Fig 8D). The
importance of practice was also recognised in suggestions for improvement (Fig 8E) and in
previous discussion to increase speed. Further testing and refinement of the prototype is recommended at home and in outdoor settings to determine its’ full potential.
A mobility assessment tool was required and a few standardised tools exist, including
ADREV and Multi-luminance Mobility Test (MLMT), with the latter utilising seven luminance levels to bracket the level of nyctalopia.[41] Both mobility tests include high numbers of
obstacles, 21 and 15 respectively, hence requiring specific equipment.[19, 41] Aspects of both
were incorporated to create a simpler tool that was easy to set up, reproduce and specific for
determining benefits to RP patients. It applied the scoring system from ADREV and altered
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lighting as proposed by MLMT. The lux values used to represent bright light, >200 lux, and
dim light, <10 lux, were chosen to reflect illuminance levels of a well-lit room and dusk,
respectively.[41] As the sighted group have no rod-photoreceptor pathology, testing altered
lighting would have been futile. Instead, each sighted subject sequentially wore two of the
three pairs of goggles so that all subjects undertook equal numbers of maze attempts. Some
subjects with unmeasurable VFs had such poor vision as to no longer experience effects of nyctalopia (Table 1); arguably rendering this methodology unsuitable for them. Furthermore, the
mazes only included limited types of obstacles. However, floor-based objects were prioritised
as they are the most likely cause of falls, which have been shown to reduce independence and
QOL.[42]
ADREV error/time scores were included as previous literature found it to be the most reliable predictor of visual disability.[20] In this study, these scores gave some indication regarding which severity of visual impairment benefited most from using the LEO Belt, however,
combining error and time meant improvement in one or the other was obscured. Therefore,
in determining whether an intervention can moderate the extent of visual disability, the usefulness of ADREV error/time scores is limited.
This study only included sight-limited subjects with RP, enabling easier comparison to
sighted subjects as the goggles used to reduce their vision were modelled on RP disease topography and progression. Furthermore, analysis was simpler as it reduced the number of differences between visually impaired subjects. However, the LEO Belt’s usefulness may not be
confined to those with RP and further testing of additional cohorts of diseased patients with
restricted or impaired peripheral vision will be needed to determine generalisability.

Conclusions
This pilot study has successfully determined the target group of the LEO Belt; those with severe
reduced peripheral vision but still some functional central vision. These subjects experienced
improved accuracy, and therefore confidence, when navigating. The device also shows potential to improve confidence in dim light for those reporting nyctalopia and in increasing independence generally. As the first study of a wearable, tactile visual aid tested in a patient cohort,
the LEO Belt proves this concept is feasible and has high user acceptability.

Supporting information
S1 Table. Analysis of input sensors for ETAs. Summary of the benefits and limitations of the
types of input sensors currently used for ETAs, adapted from Nguyen.[27].
(TIF)
S2 Table. Artificially reducing the vision of sighted subjects. Three pairs of goggles were
used to artificially reduce the vision of sighted subjects. The googles represented early (A),
intermediate (B) and late (C) stages of RP disease progression. An Octopus perimeter machine
was used whilst wearing the goggles to produce the visual field results.
(TIF)
S3 Table. Visual field results. Visual field results for visually impaired subjects V04, V05 and
V06. Goldmann visual field perimetry is the preferred method to clinically assess visual fields
in patients with low vision or complex scotomas.[43] Subjects with very low VA, (V01, V02
and V03) were unable to see more than hand movements and hence were unable to have their
visual fields measured in the last five years. Despite this, each subject had a reported history of
reducing peripheral vision and a clinical diagnosis of RP.
(TIF)
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S1 Fig. Questionnaire form. Section 1 was completed following the first two maze attempts
and Section 2 was completed at the end. Sighted subjects received a shorter version of this
questionnaire, with non-applicable questions removed. When required, visually impaired subjects completed the questionnaire verbally.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Feedback from visually impaired subjects. Opinions and comments expressed during
completion of the questionnaire following testing.
(TIF)
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